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CURRICULUM

Art lessons will reflect our
topic work and we will be
developing our drawing
and painting skills.
RE this term will be
focused on Islam and we
will be learning about
important beliefs and
festivals, as well as
considering the links
across different religions.
Mindfulness and good
Mental Health continue to
be an important part of
our curriculum and we will
explore ways of
developing good habits.
Within French this term
we will be learning about
shapes and Petit Chaperon
Rouge, (Little Red Riding
Hood)..
In Geography we will
focus on ‘Coasts’ - how
they are formed, how they
are protected and how
they change.

PE REMINDER
Our PE days are
Wednesday and
Thursday. Children
should come into
school in their PE
kit on these days.

Final Term in Year 3
I hope you had a lovely
Easter break and we can
look forward to an
exciting and busy
Summer term! Our topic
this term is ‘Ancient
Greece’ and much of our
learning will focus
around this. We will be
learning about what
daily life was like, the
importance of gods and
goddesses, myths and
the legacy from the
Ancient Greeks which
still affects our culture
today.

.
Our Class Reader.

WHAT’S HAPPENING THIS TERM
ENGLISH
In English, we will look
at adventure stories
and the children will
create their own. We
will also learn about
poetry, writing
explanations and
non-chronological
reports, as well as
using adverts for
persuasive writing.
Reading diaries should
be in school each
Monday please and
your support with
these at home is
appreciated.

MATHS
In Maths we will continue
to work on addition,
subtraction,
multiplication and
division, both mentally
and also by using written
methods. We will also
focus on fractions,
measures, data and time.
Learning multiplication
tables continues to be an
important part of our
work. Just a reminder
that
www.timestables.co.uk
is an excellent website to
practise these.

SCIENCE
In Science, our first
topic is ‘Animals
including Humans’.
We will explore how
to stay healthy and
we will also learn
about skeletons and
their important
functions. Our second
Science topic will be
‘Plants’ and we will
be learning about the
life cycle of a
flowering plant, seed
dispersal, how water
moves through plants
and how it grows.

